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Now more than ever,
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elcome to PassageMaker Magazine, your
portal to the power cruising lifestyle. Here
you will find articles about trawlers and other
ocean motorboats, cruising destinations and
technical advice. We also host a nationwide
events series called TrawlerFest, which brings the
magazine to you in person. TrawlerFest teaches
what you need to know to go cruising. Plus we
host a variety of land and water exhibitors to
inform your search for the perfect trawler.

PRINT
PassageMaker Magazine
PassageMaker Magazine is steadfastly committed to our readers, subscribers and advertisers.
Our editorial and publishing teams are passionate about cruising and dedicated to upholding our
mission.
To provide the best, most credible information in the world about cruising under
power. We enable, promote, and stimulate this expanding boating lifestyle, and the
boats and products needed to successfully cruise anywhere in safety and comfort.
Every issue of PassageMaker features compelling stories and in-depth technical information. With
a flexible editorial schedule, we cover the timeliest, most revelant stories and topics to keep our
readers informed, entertained, and on the leading edge of this exciting, growing industry.
PassageMaker Circulation: 32,500 / Frequency: 8x Annually
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What PassageMaker Magazine readers are saying
We continue in our search for the near-perfect boat to purchase but probably will
charter a few times first to get our sea legs and get a better idea of exactly what we really
want. PassageMaker Magazine will go a long way in helping us figure that out!”

1/15/16 4:23 PM

DIGITAL
Digital Edition
The digital edition of PassageMaker
Magazine is the fastest growing segment
of our audience. We now have over
3,300 subscribers to the digital edition of
PassageMaker and the iPad app—and our
readership is growing daily.

Targeted Email Marketing
PassageMaker offers customized e-blasts to our exclusive list to help you promote your brand,
deliver call-to-action messages, and drive sales to your company’s product or service. Blast your
message to PassageMaker’s digital audience of 15,000 active and engaged sailors.

CHANNELS eNewsletter
CHANNELS delivers PassageMaker-quality content in the
digital medium. It is a valuable resource with in-depth
coverage of boat shows and events, new boat launchings,
tips and techniques for safer and healthier boating.
CHANNELS is a huge hit with our readers and has grown to
include nearly 15,000 boaters.
I had an ad in a recent CHANNELS eNewsletter. From
the ad alone, I received 6 inquiries and have one boat
under contract. PassageMaker makes sense to me." –John P.

WEB & SOCIAL MEDIA

PassageMaker has a rapidly
growing following of cruisers
on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram. These channels
allow us to connect via social
media to a wide range of active
cruisers and boat owners.

Facebook

Twitter
PassageMaker.com
Passagemaker.com is the online compliment to the
magazine and event series where visitors can browse
the site’s many layers of content. Online articles are a
perfect extension of the printed publication and offer
additional firsthand reader experiences, technical
advice, product reviews, and timely news.
• 82% of our readers have visited passagemaker.com
• Over 369,000 unique site visitors
• Over 573,000 site visits
• Over 2,356,000 page views
Source: Google Analytics

I consider PassageMaker banner ads as a main
base of my marketing campaign. They are
reasonably priced and generate repeat visitors to my
website and leads on my listings." –Curtis S.

Instagram

EVENTS
passagemaker.com/events

TrawlerFest is PassageMaker’s stand-alone series of boat shows designed for cruising enthusiasts.
Strategically located in key cruising regions nationwide, TrawlerFest features an impressive in-water
selection of new and pre-owned cruising powerboats, the latest in marine gear and services, first-class
education and demonstrations, and plenty of opportunities to connect with serious, qualified buyers.
TrawlerFest offers in-depth destination
& technical courses taught by renowned
industry experts. These have a wide range
of appeal, from beginners to experienced
cruisers, with popular topics such as diesel
engine maintenance, cruising with pets,
weather, navigation, systems overviews,
and onboard training to name a few.
TrawlerFest is more than a boat show; it’s
where industry, education and community
come together in an intimate, rendezvoustype atmosphere.
TrawlerFest is an experience you simply
won’t want to miss!

Cruiser
EXTEND YOUR RANGE

CruiserPort is a designated area within two of the country’s
top, mainstream boat shows, promoting the cruising lifestyle. Flags and banners identify participating vessels which
serve this distinction. CruiserPort offers free boating
seminars taught by your favorite PassageMaker editors
and by renowned industry professionals.
CruiserPort is your portal to the cruising lifestyle!

Here's what PassageMaker event attendees are saying:
We just want to thank PassageMaker for putting on such an incredibly high quality event. I don't
think it is overstating it to say that TrawlerFests have been a huge part of our excitement and
enthusiasm for entering the boating world.”
TrawlerFest was exactly the kind of educational experience we needed—to prepare us for
choosing and buying an appropriate boat, and for the vital things we needed to know about
operating, maintaining, and enjoying it. The TrawlerFest experience is a great value and a perfect
example of how fun and supportive the boating community can be.”

PassageMaker Magazine readers are avid
cruising enthusiasts. For them, there’s
no middle ground. They’re passionate,
involved, and completely receptive to new
ideas and opportunities for making their
cruising lifestyle even more enjoyable.
These are a few statistics to help you get
to know them better.

READER PROFILE

KEY DEMOGRAPHICS
Average Age
Average Household Net Worth

61
$3,411,643

Readers with a net income over $5 million

14%

Own their own home

90%

Own a second home

60%

College Educated

84%

LOYALTY TO PASSAGEMAKER
Renewal rates exceed

70%

Read every issue

99%

Have contacted an advertiser after reading
an advertisement in PassageMaker

89%

Subscribers that pass along their
copy of PassageMaker for others to read

72%

Agree that PassageMaker ads keep them
up-to-date about products and services
they need or would like to have

89%

Would consider a new/used boat listed
in a PassageMaker ad

94%

Feel PassageMaker provides better content
and resources compared to Yachting Magazine 97%
Feel PassageMaker provides better content
and resources compared to Sea Magazine

93%

RELATIONSHIPS WITH BOATS
Own a cruising powerboat

71%

Own full displacement hull

30%

Own a semi displacement

42%

LOOKING FORWARD

Own a planning hull

27%

Plan to buy a new boat within five years

42%

Eventually plan to purchase a new boat

58%

Will use a financial service to purchase
their next boat

40%

Average number of years owning a
cruising powerboat(s):
Average anticipated expenditure for
fully equipped boat

14
$543,056

Average boat size for planned purchase

46'

Will use their boat for extended cruising

60%

Average number of days a readers spends
on the water per year

52

Plan to charter a boat within the next two years 30%
Anticipate needing maintenance work
within two years

80%

Plan to buy electronics within two years

41%

Plan to paint their hull within two years

30%
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